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Abstract

This presentation is about future tenses. It contains the form, use and some examples of each tense.
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FUTURE

1. - WILL PREDICTIONS
People will have robots in their homes.
People won’t have robots in their homes.
Will people have robots in their homes?

2.- WILL BE ABLE TO FUTURE OF CAN
You will be able to win the competition.
You won’t be able to win the competition.
Will you be able to win the competition?
3.- **MIGHT** ➔ **POSSIBILITY**
Luis might (not) get married.

4.- **GOING TO** ➔ **FUTURE PLANS AND AMBITIONS**

I am (not) going to study a master degree. / Am I going to study a master degree?

She is (not) going to work in a café. / Is she going to work in a café?

We are (not) going to play tennis next week. / Are we going to play tennis next week?
5.- **PRESENT CONTINUOUS** ➔ **FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS**

The arrangement doesn’t have to be in the near future. The important thing is how certain we are about it.
Examples:

She is (not) having a party tomorrow night. / Is she having a party tomorrow night?

I am (not) buying a new car on Saturday. / Am I buying a car next Saturday?

We are (not) getting married in July next year. / Are we getting married in July next year?
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